Header cost in mild steel:
Big block header _______________ $ 1500
Small block header _____________ $ 1500
LS header ____________________ $ 1500

Header add-on options:
- Evacuation tubes installed ________________ $ 95
- EGT fittings 1/8” npt with plugs- 8 installed ______ $ 125
- EGT fittings Race Pack style- 8 installed ______ $ 155
- Oxygen bung with plug installed ____________ $ 45
- Slip on reducers with tabs installed __________ $ 130
- 3 1/2” or 3” Flanged reducers with gaskets installed $ 135
- 4” Flanged reducers w/ gaskets installed ________ $ 155
- “V” band connection with MS reducers installed __ $ 240
- “V” band connection with SS reducers installed __ $ 270
- SCE annealed flat copper gaskets _____________ $ 85
- ARP polished stainless header bolts 7/8” long_____ $ 75
- Black header bolts 3/4” or 1” ______________________ $ 22
- Race collector mufflers sold as a pair __________ $ 725
- Ceramic coating in silver or black or titanium
  Includes shipping to coater and back to us ______$ 455

Related parts:
- Part #9540 Power Master starter (Nippondenso) ___$ 235
- Small block motor mount frame stands with notched driver side for ‘67-’69 Camaro or ’68-’74 Nova __ $ 75
- #62530 Moroso solid motor mounts______________$ 55
- #62510 Moroso solid motor mounts______________$ 55
- #7-504 Prothane motor mounts- Camaro________$ 85
- #7-505 Prothane motor mounts- Chevelle_______$ 85
Miscellaneous Small Block parts:
Small block 23* inner adapter plates
  Includes SCE copper gaskets & mounting bolts ______ $ 255

Small block 18* inner adapter plates
  Includes SCE copper gaskets & mounting bolts ______ $ 255

SCE annealed copper header gaskets:
  SB 23* 7B outer Stahl pattern #011686 __________ $ 85
  SB 23* 7B spread port Stahl #011386 _________ $ 85
  SB 23* 6B stock #011286 __________ $ 85
  SB 23* 6B LT-1 #011287 __________ $ 85
  SB 18* 6B stock #011986 __________ $ 85
  SB 18* 7B spread port Brodix #011386 _________ $ 85
  SB 18* 7B outer R-M pattern #011288 _________ $ 85
  LS-1 thru LS-7 large port #4119 ____________ $ 85

Miscellaneous Big Block parts:
SCE annealed copper header gaskets:
  BB 2”- 2 1/8” or 2 ¼” header size # 013185 ______ $ 85
  BB 2 3/8” or 2 ½” header size # 018186 ______ $ 85

Remflex header gaskets for the above applications ______ $40

Chrome moly transmission cross members:
  ’64-’72 Chevelle sedan ______________________ # CVLXL __ $ 260
  ’64-’67 Chevelle convertible, wagon, El Camino __ # ECX64 ___ $ 260
  ’68-’72 Chevelle convertible, wagon, El Camino __ # ECX68 ___ $ 260
  ’67-’69 Camaro ’68-’74 Nova, 350, Glide or 4 spd. # CAMX67_ $ 260
  S10 Pick Up (compatible with our header design) # S10X_____ $ 260
  ’78-’87 “G” body with TH350 or Glide__________ # GX350___ $ 260
  ’78-’87 “G” body with TH400 short tail shaft _____ # GX400___ $ 260
  ’62-’67 Chevy ll with TH400 short tail shaft ______ # CV2-400_ $ 260

Header Kits:
Pro-Race kit includes: _________________________________________ $ 800
  2 Slip on Race collectors
  16 “U” bends (any size)
  2 Flanges
  4 Tab sets

Pro-Tour kit includes: _________________________________________ $ 600
  2 Weld on collectors
  16 “U” bends (any size)
  2 Flanges
Individual parts:

- Header flanges 3/8” thick laser cut sold as a pair ____________________ $120
- Weld on collectors any size sold as a pair __________________________ $100
- Race slip on collectors w/ transition cone inside sold as a pair w/ tabs ____ $400
- Merge collectors, sold as a pair with mounting tabs__________________ $675
- Race collector mufflers sold as a pair with tabs______________________ $725
- Mounting tab sets with grade 8 bolts sold as a pair___________________ $5
- Collector flanges 3/8” laser cut 3” or 3 ½” sold as one ________________ $20
- Collector flanges 3/8” laser cut 4” 4 bolt style, sold as one ____________ $22
- “U” bends any size up to 2 ½” od. on 3” radius sold as one ____________ $22
- “J” bends any size up to 2 ½” od. on 3” radius sold as one ____________ $27
- 90 degree bends sold as one:
  - 3” ________________________________ $48
  - 3 ½” ______________________________ $55
  - 4” ________________________________ $65
  - 4 ½” ______________________________ $80
  - 5” ________________________________ $90
  - 6” ________________________________ $140

- Weld on turn downs sold as a pair: 3” to 4” __________________________ $110
  - 4 ½” or 5” ________________________ $120
  - 6” ________________________________ $180

- Slip on turn downs with tabs sold as a pair: 3” to 4” ____________________ $150
  - 4 ½” or 5” ________________________ $180
  - 6” ________________________________ $255

With each header order we send one free “T” shirt with our Lemons Headers Logo on the front and back. If you would like any additional shirts we have sizes

- youth 6-8 thru adult XXL __________________________ $18
- XXXL or XXXXL ____________________________ $22

If you have any questions give me a call 805-239-8998.
Thank you Dan Lemons